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The Legend of Zelda and related properties are owned by Nintendo, Ltd. Crimson
Crest is in no way o�cially a�liated, and does not accept donations or payment.

In the land of Hyrule, adventure and danger abound. Herein are rules to
guide your hero and their friends to complete whatever quest calls them.

It is assumed that the Game Master (Here referred to as a Dungeon
Master, or DM) will likely be the one reading these rules. It will also be
assumed that you are familiar with basic RPG conventions, but this game is
designed for players that have never played an RPG before. I believe that the
best way to learn how to play an RPG is by playing it, so the barriers to entry
have been lowered as much as possible. Crimson Crest is inspired by
Old-School fantasy adventure games, so Rulings made by the DM are more
important than the rules as written. Remember to always reward creative
players for their cunning and strategy.

● The letter d, usually lowercase, refers to a 6-sided die with numbers 1-6
on each face. A number followed by a d tells you how many dice to roll.
This game uses only 6-sided dice.

● A Check refers to a roll of the dice to determine an uncertain situation.
To make a check, roll 1d and compare it to the most relevant Virtue. If the
result is lower than the Virtue, the character succeeds. If it is equal to the



virtue, they may succeed at a cost, or fail with a bright side, at the DM’s
discretion.

● Some Checks require more than one success. Player characters may need
to team up and make a check simultaneously, or use other gifts that
increase the amount of dice rolled on a Check, to succeed more than
once. Two successes is a great feat, and three successes is something
near impossible.

● Advantage means you can roll an additional die and drop the lowest one.
Disadvantage means you must roll an additional die and drop the highest
one.

● A Virtue means a measure of your character’s personality and abilities.
There are 3 main Virtues: Power, Wisdom, and Courage. They can range
from 1 to 6.

● HP stands for Heart Points and MP stands for Magic Points. These are a
measure of how tough your character is, and how much magic power
they can draw from themselves.

● Spirit is a special resource. The DM awards a point of Spirit to players
that perform heroic acts, play their character particularly well, or find
secrets and hidden rooms. Spirit is maintained until it is spent. Players
can spend 1 point of Spirit to add a die to a Check, or 4 points of Spirit to
level up.

Virtues
"The Triforce...the sacred triangle...it is a balance that weighs the three forces: Power, Wisdom
and Courage." — Sheik

On your character sheet, there are 3 Virtues, here listed counter-clockwise.

Power is a measure of your character’s ability to make their
will come to pass through force. It can manifest as physical
might, leadership, or even knowledge of forbidden secrets.
Wisdom is a measure of your character’s wit, intelligence, and
experience. The study of books and the travel of the world both
make one wise.
Courage is a measure of your character’s heart and spirit. A
courageous character does what they must even when they are
afraid or know the odds are stacked against them.



When you create a character, roll 1d for each Virtue, dividing it by two and
rounding up. If the sum of your virtues is less than 5, increase them until it is 5.

HP and MP
HP stands for Heart Points and MP stands for Magic

Points. These are a measure of how tough your character is, and how much
magic power they can draw from themselves.
You will start with an amount of Heart Points (HP) according to your race.

Whenever you take damage, subtract it from your current HP. If you reach
zero, your character is severely wounded and falls unconscious. If an
unconscious character takes damage again, they die. For each round after your
first that the character is unconscious, roll a Courage check. If you succeed by 3
or more, your character wakes up with 1 HP. If you fail, your condition worsens.
If you fail again the next round, you die.

To cast a spell you must spend 1 or more Magic Points (MP). If you don’t have
enough MP, you can’t cast the spell. Your maximum MP is equal to your
Wisdom.

When you rest at night, you can recover a number of HP and MP equal to 1d +
your Courage, distributed between the two however you would like. In order to
rest, you need to eat 1 Slot worth of food, and have a safe place to sleep.

Inventory
You have a number of inventory slots according to your race. Each of
these slots represents 1 item. Some items, such as quivers, let you stack a
few of the same kind of item in a single slot. Some items take up 2 or
more inventory slots. It is best to assume that most items take up a single

inventory slot.

If you do not have the slots to carry something, you
can drag it along the ground for a short distance, but you
cannot bring it with you.



Levelling Up
Your character starts at level 1. When you complete a Dungeon, slay a Boss
Monster or other powerful foe, or when you spend 4 Spirit points, you Level
Up. When you Level Up, follow these steps.
First, Choose a Virtue you want to increase, and roll 1d
against it. If you roll HIGHER, you can increase the Virtue
by 1. If you roll lower, pick your second choice of Virtue
and try again. If that one also fails, your last choice of
Virtue increases by 1.
Second, add 2 to your max HP. If your Courage is at least
4, you also add 1 HP for each level (this applies
retroactively if you increase your Courage to 4 or above.)
A level 3 Hylian with 4 Courage would have 13 HP.
Third, increase your Inventory size by 1.
Fourth, increment your level by 1 to show what level you now are.

Combat
Combat flows in Rounds, each of which lasts 10 in-game seconds. At the start
of a Round, a player rolls Initiative. Have the player roll 1d. If they roll 1-3, the
players go first. If not, the enemies go first. The turn order is rolled at the start
of every Round.
If one side is surprised, they don’t get to act on the first Round.

Each side goes around the table, with each player taking a turn. Each character
gets only one turn per round. They can move up to 30 feet and make an action,
such as attacking a foe, casting a spell, dashing to double their speed, or using
an item. When everyone on the side has acted, the entire next side acts. When
all characters have acted, the Round ends, another begins, and the Initiative is
rolled again.



Attacking
When a character attacks a foe within their reach, they simply roll their
weapon’s damage against the target. If the damage dice are below your Power,
you can reroll them, but must use the new roll.

Magic
When a character is a�ected by a spell, they can usually make a Check to reduce
or ignore the e�ect. For instance, a character might make a Power check to
push through a blast of icy wind, taking only half damage if they succeed. Or a
character might make a Courage check to resist the confusing hexes of a
ghostly foe.

Reducing damage
There are several ways to reduce or negate incoming
damage.

A Shield blocks all damage under a certain number.
For instance, a <4 shield blocks incoming damage if it
is 3 or less. You can also use a shield to reduce
incoming damage by the shield’s rating. If you do
this, the shield breaks.

Armor reduces damage by the number written. -2
armor reduces all incoming damage by 2.

Resistance is a special condition where the incoming
damage is reduced by half. Nayru’s love causes this condition, and foes behind
partial cover are considered to have Resistance against incoming damage.

Races
Hyrule is a land full of di�erent races. You can choose from the following:



Hylians are human-shaped. They have 10 starting inventory and 6 starting HP.
Hylians can spend 1 Magic to hear crucial guidance from their Goddess Hylia,
and whenever a Hylian rests, they roll 2d to recover instead of 1.

Gerudo are much like Hylians, but all female, and tough as nails to survive the
harsh desert. Gerudo have 9 starting inventory and 6 starting HP. They gain +1
damage to either ranged or melee weapons (your choice), and can rest without
food or water for a week at a time. Harsh heat does not bother them, unless
they are on fire.

Sheikah have served the Royal Family for generations, working in the shadows
to preserve their ancient traditions. Sheikah have 8 starting inventory and 5
starting HP. They have Advantage on any checks to be stealthy, cunning, or
detect a hidden passage, and can read all languages. If a Sheikah strikes a
surprised target, they take maximum damage.

Gorons are as hardy as the stones they eat. They have 6 starting inventory and
8 starting HP. A Goron’s fists count as a 1d+1 weapon, and their rocky hide as a
<3 shield. Gorons do not need to breathe and are immune to fire damage.
Gorons also cannot swim and take the maximum amount of ice damage. A
Goron can only move 15 feet per round, unless they Dash, in which case they
can move the normal 60.

Zora are as graceful as they are mighty. Zora start with 8 inventory and 6
starting HP. Zora can swim underwater as fast as they can run on land, and can
even swim up falling water. They can breathe underwater and speak to sea
creatures. A Zora that takes Ice damage is slowed by half for a round, and they
cannot resist Lightning damage, being stunned if they take it for a round.

Any Zelda race is available for play if the DM will allow it. Simply talk to your
DM about what your race is able to do.



Starting Items
A character needs to carry items to be an adventurer. Choose as many starting
items from below as your character can carry.
You can only start with one item marked with a star *, and you also can’t
choose any armor or shields if you start with one.

Grappling hook (20 feet) Home-cooked meal

30 foot rope Padlock

Bug net 8-foot pole

Shovel Mail (2 slots, -1 reduction)

Spear (1d) Bellows

Metal stakes Pots

Very large leaf Horn

Bomb Hammer (1d)

Mirror Shield (<3 threshold)

Magic Rod* Rusty Sword (1d)

Bottle of oil Red Potion*

Lantern Green Potion*

Bottle of Springwater Flute*

Sturdy cloak Marbles

Mask Woodcutting Axe (1d+1, 2 slots)

Bow (And an extra slot for the quiver) Spyglass

Thick gloves Slingshot (1d-1)

Bombs explode at the end of a round for 2d damage in a 15 foot radius. A�ected
can make a Courage check to take half damage.
Red potions heal 2d HP, and green potions fill 2 MP.
Bows require 2 hands to fire, and any weapon that takes up 2 slots also requires
2 hands to use.



Magic
In order for a character to cast magic, they need a magic
rod, crystal, musical instrument, or other magical item.
Each item has a 1 spell associated with it. You must carry
multiple magic items to cast multiple spells. Work with your DM to decide what
your spell(s) do and how much MP they cost.

Jump: 1 MP. Doubles jump distance for 1 minute.
Fire Bolt: 1 MP. 1d+1 fire damage to a target. (You can choose Ice or Lightning
when you learn this spell if you choose)
Charm: 1 MP. Target must make a Wis check or be friendly to you for 1 hour.
Jynx: 1 MP. Target must make a Courage check or they cannot act next round.
Shield: X MP. Cast this when struck to reduce damage by 2 times the MP spent.
Heal: X MP. Cast this to heal 1 point of HP for each MP spent.
Light: 1 MP. A light blasts forth for 1 hour. When you cast this spell, Redead
foes must make a Courage check or they cannot act that round.

Nayru’s Love: 3 MP. A barrier surrounds the target, and they
resist all damage for 1 minute.
Farore’s Wind: 1 or 2 MP. When you cast Farore’s Wind, you can
spend an amount of MP to create a glowing beacon. If you spend
1, you can teleport yourself there by spending another 1 point. If
you spend 2, you can teleport your entire party there (provided
they are within 10 feet of you) by spending another 2.
Din’s Fire: 3 MP. A blast of flame erupts from you, igniting all
flammable surfaces within a 20 foot radius and damaging all foes
for 2d fire damage. There can be no check to resist this wrathful
flame.
Dispel: X MP. By spending more MP than the spell cost to cast,
you can dispel it at your touch. Otherwise, this spell is wasted.

As a rule of thumb, you can use spells from games such as D&D B/X or Old
School Essentials, with the level of the spell equaling the spell’s MP cost.

Magic generation tables to follow.



Advice for Dungeon Masters

Crimson Crest Basic was designed in an afternoon to accomodate my 6 year old
nephew and my family’s lack of any dice other than a 5 set of d6’s I picked up
from a Risk game. It is meant to be extremely basic. Also notable is that there
are no resources for dungeon crawling, or special NPC’s. These are up to the
DM. This is your chance to build those crazy dungeons you thought up that the
series should totally use some time. This is your chance to draw up wacky
character designs. You are the game designer of this game. These guidelines
are merely built to help that game design flow easier.
However, there are some things to remember to make the game feel more like
Zelda.

First, make the quest obvious and the PC’s a team. If your players like Zelda,
don’t spend too much time fiddling about. This is a game about Zelda, and
Zelda plots are super basic most of the time. Making the PC’s all be part of a
team is the best way to curb inter-party conflict. Tell them at the beginning, at
character creation, that their characters are all friends or at least respect each
other, and are going to stick together. Then let them work out the details.

Second, spend most of your prep time writing puzzles and traps for your
players to work around. A great example was I had a bottleneck in a passage
with spiderwebs all over. The players figured out that there was probably a
Skulltula waiting to ambush on the other side, and rolled a bomb through the



bottleneck. They were absolutely right. These are the best kinds of encounters
for a Zelda-based game.
Crimson Crest was designed to be light enough that any game from the series
could be directly adapted. So in a worst case scenario, if you have no time to
prepare anything, grab a dungeon or scenario from a Zelda game the other
players may not recognize, and steal it wholesale. Just rip it right o�, puzzles,
enemies, everything. It’ll save a lot of time.

Third, reward your players with cool items and abilities often. All the starting
equipment is designed to not scale with HP bloat specifically because I want
the players to be finding cool weapons and items. Players love this.

Here’s a quick example item:
Glass Longsword (2 slots)
1d+5. If you roll a 2 or lower on the damage die, it shatters.

Don’t worry about balance, because the players are the heroes. Let them be
awesome, so long as they’re working as a team. Just increase the challenge.
Hide Swordmasters around the world that can teach the melee fighters in the
group sword techniques, like the Spin Attack or Fatal Blow. Give Gerudo
players the chance to have armor fused to their body to become an Iron
Knuckle. Let each player’s story be unique.

And that’s it for now. I hope that you have fun playing Crimson Crest Basic.
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